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Guiding You With The Right Marble

Deciding on the right marble involves a series of steps. In this episode of 
#NITCOTalks , we guide you with the process of buying the right marble to 

design your space.  

From giving an insight into how NITCO imports natural marble from over 30 From giving an insight into how NITCO imports natural marble from over 30 
countries, to explaining NITCO's technologically-forward marble manufacturing 

process, and pro-tips on maintenance, explore it all, with us!

Cheers,
NITCO Team 
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We've always valued customer 
interaction and your opinions 

immensely. So we're here to virtually 
connect with you and leave our mark of 

creativity and innovation in the 
neo-world of social media! 

From daily design trends and smart From daily design trends and smart 
decor hack to product tidbits and 
renovation ideas, we take our Insta 

game seriously. 

So follow us on our Instagram 
@nitcoltd and add a bit of magic to 

your feed!

Always Insta-Ready

Play of Material & Colours at #NITCOTalks

Interior design involves strong aesthetic sensibilities and psychology, often 
related to colour. That's what our varied eminent panelists talked about, in our 

recent #NITCOTalks!

The designer is responsible for creating the concept, the mood and shaping the The designer is responsible for creating the concept, the mood and shaping the 
user experience. Colour is key to the feel and the tone of a space, while 

materials complement the mood. 

Watch Vivek Talwar, NITCO-MD and Anikaa Wasan, Head BD in an in-depth 
discussion with the industry's finest designers like Natasha Agaarwal, Ar. 

Shalini Chandrasekar and Maninder Kaur.

Learn about the beautiful play of materials and colours from the best and how Learn about the beautiful play of materials and colours from the best and how 
they do it!
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New beginnings are always a reason to celebrate for our growing NITCO family! 
Here's to the latest NITCO showrooms all over the country.

   The Meera Marble & Tiles, Jharkhand
Shri Balaji Granite Mart, Bihar
  Sri Kamatchi Ceramic, Chennai
   Mohit Enterprise, Bettiah, Bihar

Welcome aboard!Welcome aboard!

The NITCO Family Gets Bigger

Welcome aboard!

Greetings!
All that we have in store for you just keeps getting better! From an engaging 
session on the play of materials and colours needed for impeccable design, to 
guiding you through the marble buying process and revamping your space, we 

come with the best updates this time.


